COMPONENT Proof Update
December 2021
BREED
AYRSHIRE
All of our sires on our sheet have been tested for AMC and breeders will
quickly notice that we have segmented our four AMC haplotype carriers to
the bottom of our proof sheet to create a visible distinction. Five new sires
were added to our Ayrshire line-up starting with the addition of Visserdale
SOLICITOR. SOLICITOR is an early Nirvana son from Visserdale
Selena 8 ELITE 1* who has an amazing lifetime BCA average of
435-419-448 with 4.2% Fat and 3.9% Protein. She stems from the
matriarch of this renowned cow family, Visserdale Selena 3 EX-2E
91 5* who is a 6th generation VG or EX. SOLICITOR debuts with
+3128 GPA LPI, +1023 Milk, +68 Fat (+.32%), +53 Protein (+.23%)
and +4 for Conformation. Breeders will be able to go to SOLICITOR
as a reliable Health & Fertility trait improver (+563 Overall). Next
is De La Plaine WATERLOO who is a
Dam of Waterloo
Valpas son from one of the breeds
very best De La Plaine Burdette
Bling EX-2E 94 2* who goes back to
the amazing “Prudence EX 95 10*”.
Waterloo, who carries the Robot
ReadyTM designation, starts his career
with +3108 GPA LPI, +1132 Milk, +66
Armageddon
Fat (+.24%), +55 Protein (+.20%), and
+2 for Conformation. Des Couteaux
ARMAGEDDON, who is also Robot
ReadyTM designated, is our third
addition. By Pretzel, his VG Revolution
dam is a grand-daughter of an EX-2E
90 3* daugther of Duo Star Amour
EX-2E 94 9*, the 2013 Ayrshire Dream
Cow of the Year. ARMAGEDDON has
Woody
a terrific balanced profile offering
solid Milk (+1357), +75 Fat (+.23%),
+59 Protein (+.15%), and a pleasing
+7 for Conformation (and Mammary
System). Pie X WOODY, who is also
Robot ReadyTM designated, joins our
list offering a balanced profile with
+2905 GPA LPI, +1137 Milk, +50 Fat
(+.04%), +48 Protein (+.11%), and +5
Hughes
for Conformation. WOODY is a son of
WATERLOO from a VG BIGSTAR. Our
final Ayrhsire addition is Des Cretes
HUGHES. HUGHES, by Rotation, is
from a Yale daughter of a VG Burdette
from Des Cretes Ycalleuse EX-3E 90 4*
(‘13 All-Canadian nominee by Oblique).
The Robot ReadyTM designated
HUGHES is +2877 GPA LPI, +1149 Milk,
+47 Fat (-.01%), +43 Protein (+.03%) and +6 for Conformation.
BROWN SWISS
One new addition to our Brown Swiss line-up this round and he
is heterozygous polled. Trout Hilltop JORDY NP is a son of the
popular Swiss Genetics sire Victor-P from an EX 91 Driver dam.
An A2A2 carrier, JORDY NP is +1943 GPA LPI, +677 Milk, +44 Fat
(+.17%), +39 Protein (+.15%), and a pleasing +9 for Conformation.

JERSEY
Our Jersey news will start with an update on JX River Valley
CHIEF {6} who now has a MACE proof as a result of daughters in
the U.S. CHIEF is now the #1 JPI, #1 CM$ and #3 PTAT sire with a
jump of 60 JPI points and 1000 Milk (lbs)! This also makes CHIEF
the #1 MACE GLPI proven sire (+2190), #1 Pro$ ($3472), #7 Milk
(+2379), and #9 Fat (+100) and with his +7 for Conformation,
there is no Jersey sire available in Canada that is higher for Milk!
CHIEF will be made available as conventional semen or sexed.
Joining CHIEF will be four new Jersey
additions starting with Lencrest
TOBEFAMOUS.
TOBEFAMOUS, by
CHIEF, is from Lencrest Premier Farren
EX 91-3E who stems from an EX 94-4E 3*
Blair, a VG-87-2YR Sultan, a VG-86-2YR 3*
Jade, and then an EX 91 14* Response.
TOBEFAMOUS offers a pleasing balanced
profile with +2071 GPA LPI (#3 in
Canada), $2772 Pro$, +1067 Milk, +74
Fat (+.25%), +48 Protein (+.08%) and +11
for Conformation. Our next addition
is Immunity+TM designated Laitjoie Dam of TOBEFAMOUS
LIGHTNING who will be a great choice for solid Milk (+581), extreme
deviations (+.70% Fat, +.30% Protein) and a very balanced type
profile (+10 Conformation). LIGHTNING is a Steve son Guimo Vivaldi
Lysanne EX 90-2E 5* who is a three-time Silver Award winner. The
impressive Lysanne is backed by three more generations of Silver
Award winners and six generations of VG or EX dams.
The well-bred Lencrest KEYNOTE is our third addition this proof
round and he is the next generation from the iconic Minnie and
Cocopuff family. KEYNOTE is a Jaywalk {6} from Lencrest Sweet
Bourbon and Coco VG-86-2YR, who is the full sister to both Lencrest
CASPIAN and CONTOUR and maternal sister to MOONLIGHT.
KEYNOTE offers tremendous profit and production potential with
$3308 Pro$, +2005 GPA LPI, +1516 Milk, +93 Fat (+.21%), +73 Protein
(+.20%) and +8 for Conformation. Our AIR
final Jersey addition is the exciting
Sunny Hill AIR who is a son of one of the
most talked about sires in the industry
right now Audibel JORDAN. AIR’s dam
Sunny Hill Notepad Armadillo VG-88,
is a Silver and Gold Award winner and
was 1st 4-YR-Old at the 2000 Westerner
Championship Show. Armadillo’s next
three dams are all EX star brood cows which are all show champions.
They are followed by three more generations of VG-2YR-Old dams
and then an SUP-EX 94-4E 2* and a SUP-EX-2E 2*. This is quite
a family! With AIR’s pedigree, high deviations (+.44% Fat, +.18%
Protein), and type profile (+12 Conformation), he is sure to be a
popular addition for our Jersey enthusiasts.
Other News:
Canada’s #1 Guernsey sire is still Coulee Crest TSUNAMI.
TSUNAMI will be made available as conventional semen and now
sexed (on a Pre-Order basis). For our Milking Shorthorn breeders,
we have added Oceanbrae Royal BENTLEY. BENTLEY (Royalty x
Oceanbrae Jurist Betty EX 92-3E) is an outcross to other dominant
sire lines at the moment in a high-purity, balanced package.
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